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Abstract— With detailed sensor and visual data from
automobiles, a data-driven model can learn to classify
crash-related events during a drive. We propose a neural
network model accepting time-series vehicle sensor data and
forward-facing videos as input for learning classification of
crash-related events and varying types of such events. To elab-
orate, a novel recurrent neural network structure is introduced,
namely, denoising gated recurrent unit with decay, in order to
deal with time-series automobile sensor data with missing value
and noises. Our model detects crash and near-crash events based
on a large set of time-series data collected from naturalistic
driving behavior. Furthermore, the model classifies those events
involving pedestrians, a vehicle in front, or a vehicle on either
side. The effectiveness of our model is evaluated with more
than two thousand 30-s clips from naturalistic driving behavior
data. The results show that the model, including sensory encoder
with denoising gated recurrent unit with decay, visual encoder,
and attention mechanism, outperforms gated recurrent unit
with decay, gated CNN, and other baselines not only in event
classification and but also in event-type classification.

Index Terms— Recurrent neural networks, missing data impu-
tation, denoising sensor inputs, driving events.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROAD traffic crash is still one of the main cause for death,
injury and disability. World Health Organization predicts

that road traffic injuries will be the fifth leading cause of
death by 2030 [1]. In this context, one way to reduce death
from such tragedy is to report an accident as soon as possible.
If there is a real-time automatic collision detection algorithm,
this could be linked to an automatic reporting system to call
the police and emergency rescue in urgent situation to save
valuable human lives.

Most automobiles are equipped with sensors capturing var-
ious states including velocity, longitude, latitude, accelerator
and brake pedal states. If these sensor measurements are to be
recorded with timestamp in real-time, the collected data could
be a good source to detect critical and potentially dangerous
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driving events. Recent developments in machine learning can
help analyzing these time-series sensor recordings. We present
a novel Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model to detect
dangerous driving events from automobile sensor data and
front-facing video data.

Previous approaches for detecting prominent events from
driving data include smartphone sensor data with a threshold-
ing classifier [2] or decision trees [3]. Other approach uses
visual data collected from surveillance video cameras [4].
However, there has been little research of detecting dangerous
driving events from a combination of time-series data from
multiple sensors installed in cars and videos from in-vehicle
forward-facing cameras. In this paper, a neural network archi-
tecture which leverages both sources of time-series data to
classify crash-related events is proposed.

Recent advances in neural network models have led a wide
application of the RNN for modeling sequential data [5]–[10].
RNN has been applied in the field of driving behavior studies
for detection of driver confusion status with Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM), a variant of the RNN [11], and
prediction of driver action with the bidirectional recurrent
neural network [12]. However, RNN and its variants including
LSTM [13] and the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [14] do
not consider missing values nor intrinsic noise in the data
which are unavoidable in data from sensors in noisy, nat-
uralistic driving situations. Thus we design a novel variant
of the recurrent neural network cell to handle such data
characteristics. In previous research in the health care domain,
the Gated Recurrent Unit with Decay (GRUD) was proposed
to handle missing data [15]. We improve upon the GRUD by
integrating the denoising process into the model to construct
the Denoising Gated Recurrent Unit with Decay (DGRUD).

In this paper, our model, DGRUD, is shown to be effective
for classifying driving events with evaluation from naturalistic
driving data (details of the data are described in Section IV).
To show the improved accuracy of classification, we compare
our model with basic GRU, GRUD and other comparison
models in evaluating the accuracy of types of crash classifica-
tion and near-crash involving a front vehicle, a side vehicle,
or a pedestrian. DGRUD outperforms both RNN (GRU and
GRUD) and CNN based models in classification tasks.

Our main contributions are as follows:
• Proposing a neural network architecture that accepts input

of time-series vehicle sensor data and visual features col-
lected from forward-facing videos for learning to classify
crash-related events and their types.

• Developing a novel recurrent neural network model to
effectively cope with noisy time-series data with missing
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values, in order to build an end-to-end model that reduces
heavy pre-processing steps.

Our paper is organized as follows. Section II describes pre-
vious work on learning driving events and data pre-processing
techniques of missing data imputation and denoising method.
Section III describes the overall design of our neural net-
work model, and introduces a novel RNN cell structure for
time-series data. Section IV reports the classification perfor-
mance of our model. Section V analyzes the evaluation results
based on the outcomes of experiments. Finally, Section VI
presents future directions of this research.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, previous work in two related categories is
described. One is discussion on research of learning driving
events and the other is description for methods of missing data
imputation and denoising techniques.

1) Driving Event Detection: Previous research deal the
detection driving events with machine learning algorithms
based on various data sources such as video, audio, and event
relevant features.

Vehicle forward-facing video is a good source for detecting
driving events. Lane changes can be captured by a visual
rhythm method which records the pixel data along the scan
line in every video frame to capture the temporal information
change [16]. Furthermore, the overall driving environment can
be detected as well through a neural network based sensory,
perceptual, and conceptual analyzer [17]. Surveillance video
can be another data source of event detection. Abnormal vehi-
cle events can be automatically captured by a semi-supervised
mixture of a Gaussian Hidden Markov Model [18], or unsuper-
vised learning method [19]. Furthermore, an abnormal event
such as speed violation can be detected in real-time monitoring
of those videos [20].

Meanwhile, driver features, vehicle characteristics, and envi-
ronmental features such as time, weather, light and surface
conditions are used to predict driving events in intersections
with multilayer perceptrons (MLP) [21]. Also, driving patterns
in highways through similar features including road, vehi-
cle, weather condition, and traffic attributes through artificial
neural networks [22]. Some studies focus on detecting audio
events in public transport vehicles by using Gaussian mixture
models and support vector machines (SVM) [23].

Since this paper is focusing on the automatic detec-
tion of crash-related events, vehicle collision detection is
reviewed in detail. Several previous approaches applied
machine learning algorithms and data mining techniques to
detect collisions [24].

MLP is a basic form of the neural network which is
frequently used to classify road accident patterns based on rel-
evant features including driver attributes (gender, age, location,
and region) [25] or traffic-related features [26]. Decision trees
are another widely used method for the classification prob-
lem. Accident, road, and environmental features are used as
inputs for these tree algorithms to predict collisions [27]–[29].
Other classification algorithms such as K-nearest neigh-
bors (KNN) are also used to classify accidents [30], [31].

On the other hand, unsupervised techniques such as k-means
clustering algorithm and autoregressive models (ARM) are
used to discover an association rule between input variables
and accidents as outcomes [32].

In brief, most previous work in collision detection used
relevant features of the events including vehicle, road, driver,
and other environmental features as training data. This class
of approaches is not easily applicable to immediate collision
detection because these features can only be collected after
determining the event is a collision. To detect collisions in
real-time, the detection algorithm should rely on time-series
naturalistic driving data including sensors and video streams
collected in real-time.

Recently, a large dataset of time-series naturalistic driving
data allowed researchers to develop algorithms that can be
employed in a real-time classification of driving events or
collisions. Time-series vehicle sensor data and visual features
are used to find what visual-cognitive functional factors of
elderly drivers affect crash events by employing a Poisson
regression model [33].

Specifically, smartphone sensors are used as an alternative to
vehicle sensors to collect real-world driving data. A rule-based
pattern matching method is applied to those data for detect-
ing the events [2]. Furthermore, MLP is employed to detect
driving events from time-series sensor data. The ‘attribute
vector’ is constructed from the raw sensor inputs to contain
statistics of the inputs, and MLP is applied over the vector
and trained to classify the events, which outperforms other
baseline models [34].

Also, video streams are used for event detection. To build
an end-to-end model for detection, pre-trained Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) applied with RNN was used. The
network showed improved performance over the traditional
methods including steps of (1) extraction, (2) representation,
and (3) classification [35].

Compared to these studies, our model integrates these
previous approaches of capturing events from time-series
sensor data and video streams for collision detection and
build an end-to-end model that accepts both types of
data.

2) Missing Data Imputation: Missing data imputation has
been widely applied to various application fields: predict-
ing air quality [36], climate [37], wireless sensor data [38],
cancer [39], and satellite images [40]. When missing data is
observed, one of the most straightforward approaches is an
available-case analysis, which is discarding data with missing
values [41]. However, this may result in leaving biased sam-
ples if there are systematic patterns in missing values, so filling
in missing data is preferred.

The simplest way to impute missing values is to replace
them with the last observed values or to constant values such
as means. However, this approach might cause a problem in
case there is more than a trivial fraction of data missing, where
one can use regression models to predict missing values based
on the other available features [42]. A more complex approach
uses machine learning techniques. Sequential regression trees
for implementing multiple imputations via chained equations
produces more plausible imputations, and hence more reliable
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Fig. 1. Proposed neural network architecture (b) and our proposed recurrent neural network cell structure (a), DGRUD. Our neural network consists of two
parts: 1) processing time-series vehicle sensor measurements and 2) processing video frames. Two parts are combined at the top of the attention layer, and
then a softmax layer is added to classify driving events. Our cell has a denoising mechanism that smooths time-series input by using a weighted mean filter
scheme. The weights for each time step are jointly trained with the networks.

inferences than the standard sequential regression imputa-
tion techniques [43]. Another approach is handling missing
value by SVM. This SVM regression based algorithm for
filling in missing data predicts the input attribute values [44].
Also, there is a non-parametric perspective considering the
uncertainty of the predicted outputs when missing values are
contained [45]. As for neural networks, an ensemble of the
networks for incomplete data classification is proposed [46].
The dataset containing missing value is divided into a group
of complete sub-datasets for training the neural network. The
proposed model can handle all the information with missing
values and maintain maximum consistency of incomplete
data compared with other models in classification. These
approaches mainly focus on imputing missing values precisely,
regardless of the task or machine learning model which should
learn over the dataset with missing values.

Recently, imputation mechanism is integrated into
GRU-based recurrent neural networks and performs better
over comparison models which do not have the mechanism
in it [15]. Based on the previous work, our model integrates
missing value imputation to downstream tasks as well,
in order to jointly learn the patterns for the tasks as well as
how to replace missing values. This enables us to build an
end-to-end model which reduces the pre-processing step of
imputation.

3) Denoising Techniques: Image denoising techniques can
be divided into a spatial domain (linear or non-linear fil-
ters) and transform domain (data adaptive or non-data adap-
tive) approach [47]. In signal processing, moving averaging,
wavelet transform, fuzzy logic, and various methods are
developed [48], [49]. For denoising vehicle sensor signals,
wavelet transformation is used [50], [51].

As with missing data imputation techniques, denoising
methods also concentrate on removing noise itself, not consid-
ering downstream tasks. Our approach combines dealing with
missing and noisy data with the prediction task using DGRUD.
For the denoising method, different from previous approaches,
our model employs weighted mean filter smoothing over the
time domain because it is simple yet effective for joint training

with neural networks. Integration of denoising and missing
data imputation allows reducing complicated pre-processing
steps and improving the performance of downstream tasks
since the parameters in the model are jointly optimized for
the tasks.

III. MODEL

In this section, our neural network architecture for event
classification is illustrated. Next, our novel RNN structure is
introduced, which is effective for learning useful information
from time-series vehicle sensor data.

A. Model Overview

The model consists of two parts as shown in Fig. 1(b). The
left part of the subfigure (b) starts from the sensory encoder
which accepts time-series vehicle sensor data with missing
values. Specifically, Fig 1(a) shows the sensory encoder struc-
ture of the overall model (DGRUD) which imputes missing
values and denoises inputs. On the other hand, the right part
has a visual encoder that processes visual features of the
forward-facing videos. Each part has an attention layer that
improves performance of encoders as well as detection for
part of the video or time-series data relevant to certain driving
event. Finally, attention layer’s outputs are concatenated, and
used as inputs to the last softmax layer to compute the
probability for classification.

1) Processing Sensor Data: The left part of the model
in Fig. 1 (b) takes time-series vehicle sensor data as input
features. Since the data contains missing values, sensory
encoder should be able to deal with the missing values.
The proposed DGRUD allows imputing missing values to
smooth away noise in the sensor data. Our model, DGRUD,
is appropriate for learning useful information from time-series
naturalistic driving data. Details are introduced in the next
subsection.

2) Processing Visual Features: Next, as shown in the right
half of Fig. 1 (b), visual features are also used to detect driving
events because some events require information collected
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Fig. 2. Visualization of (a) GRU, (b) GRUD, (c) DGRUD. GRU has two gating mechanisms to store information while processing sequential inputs. GRUD
is an extended version of GRU, capable of imputing missing values in input with decay. Our model, DGRUD, has denoising filter with trainable weights.

from the forward-facing video camera. Every image of the
video frames is compressed by the pre-trained ResNet50 [52].
By feeding the re-sized frames to the network, each input
frame is compressed to a 2,048 dimensional feature vector.
Each feature vector is then used as an input to a vanilla GRU
cell [14].

3) Attention Layer: Attention mechanism is widely used
with recurrent neural networks. In general, this allows models
to focus more on a specific part of the sequence which
helps the model to better learn the objective. This mechanism
not only enhances the performance of the model, but also
provides cues of network’s prediction [53]–[55]. Then, atten-
tion mechanism [55] is added which computes the attention
weights for every input time step as in Eq. 2-3:

ut = tanh(Wsht + bs) (1)

at = ex p(u�t cs)

�t ex p(u�tcs)
(2)

v = �t at ht (3)

The hidden state for every time step is projected into ut

(Eq. 2), then the degree of focusing on the timestep across the
sequence is measured by multiplying context vector cs and ut ,
and it is normalized through the softmax function (Eq. 3).
These normalized weights are known as attention weights. The
weights are applied to the input sequence of this layer, ht ,
to compute the output of the layer v as a weighted sum of the
sequence (Eq. 3). The layer is attached to the sensory encoder
and the visual encoder.

4) Softmax Layer: A softmax layer is stacked to classify
events based on the concatenated outputs of each attention
layer vsv .

p = ex p(Wcvsv + bc)

�ex p(Wcvsv + bc)
(4)

Wc and bc are trainable parameters of the softmax layer, and
p includes probabilities of belonging to each class. To train
the model, negative log-likelihood of the correct labels is
minimized.

B. Denoising Gated Recurrent Unit With Decay (DGRUD)

We propose a novel RNN structure, Denoising GRUD
(DGRUD), which is appropriate for learning useful informa-
tion from the time-series sensor data containing noisy features.
In addition, the cell handles missing values that occur in cases
of malfunctioning of the sensor or systematic missing during

the data collection. We introduce our model by highlighting
the difference from the baseline models. As shown in Fig. 2,
DGRUD first replaces missing values by gate m, then smooths
inputs by computing the weighted mean, x̄ . This processed
input is fed as input to GRU operations.

1) Gated Recurrent Unit With Decay (GRU): GRU is a
widely used RNN structure [14] that is simpler than LSTM
cell [13] and yet shows comparable performance. GRU has
two gating mechanisms:

zt = sigm(Wz xt +Uzht−1 + bz) (5)

rt = sigm(Wr xt +Ur ht−1 + br ) (6)

h̃t = tanh(Wh xt +Uh(rt ◦ ht−1)+ bh)

ht = zt ◦ ht−1 + (1− zt ) ◦ h̃t (7)

The reset gate rt decides the extent of previous hidden state
ht -1 during computation of the candidate state h̃t . The update
gate zt controls the ratio between the previous hidden state
and the candidate state to determine the current state ht .

2) Gated Recurrent Unit With Decay (GRUD): GRUD [15]
imputes missing values while the parameters of the cells are
trained. Decay rates are added to the vanilla GRU that reflects
inputs reliable only for a while. The rate is defined as follows:

γt = ex p(−max(0, Wγ δt + bγ )) (8)

where Wγ and bγ are trainable parameters and δt is the amount
of time passed from the most recent value observed for each
features. Based on the rate, the cell imputes missing values as
below:

xd
t ← md

t xd
t + (1− md

t )γ d
xt

xd
t � + (1− md

t )(1− γ d
xt

)x̄ d (9)

where the gate md
t controls whether the value is imputed

through the cell, containing binary values which indicates
whether the input feature d is observed at current timestep t .
γ d

xt
denotes the decay rate of feature d in input x at timestep t .

This regulates the ratio between 1) the last observed value
xd

t � and 2) the global mean over the entire sequence of input
features x̄ d . The decay rate is applied to the inputs and to the
hidden states as well. The other part of the cell is the same
as vanilla GRU. The parameters are jointly trained with the
other GRU parameters. Intuitively, when the elapsed time of
the input missing is increasing, the last observed value should
be decayed toward to the global mean as a default setting.
Assuming the global mean as default is reasonable since the
cell is designed to learn tasks for health care domain [15].
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3) Denoising Gated Recurrent Unit With Decay (DGRUD):
In order to effectively deal with the time-series vehicle sensor
data with missing values and noise, a trainable denoising filter
is added to GRUD. The main difference between GRUD and
DGRUD is that DGRUD has denoising function which adapts
to the downstream task. The noise can be removed by applying
the mean filter, which is widely used as a linear filtering
scheme [56]. Our model relies on the scheme. The reason
choosing such a simple approach is to 1) keep the complexity
of the cell as simple as possible, and 2) make the gradients
easily computed through backpropagation.

In this cell, x̄ d
t is computed, which is smoothed version of

xd
t and xd

t � in GRUD, by applying weighted mean filter scheme
as follows:

xd
t ← md

t xd
t + (1− md

t )xd
t � (10)

x̄ d
t = 1

k �t
i=t -kw

d
i xd

i (11)

where k is a hyperparameter that indicates how many timesteps
should be considered to evaluate the mean. To clarify the
difference between x̄d in GRUD and x̄ d

t in our cell, x̄d is
global mean of the feature d over full sequence always
resulting in the same value regardless of time t . On the other
hand, x̄ d

t depends on time t because it is moving (weighted)
average with window size k from t − k to t . First, assuming
k is given, missing values are imputed in time t with the
most recent observations as Eq. 10. Note that the weight
wd

i can vary by feature d as well as a timestep t . Then,
a smoothed input through weighted average x̃ d

t is computed
as Eq. 11. Followings are applying decay rates as in GRUD
with smoothed inputs:

x̃ d
t ← md

t x̄d
t + (1− md

t )γ d
xt

x̄ d
t (12)

Assuming that the default state of the vehicle is zero-state
which means a vehicle will eventually stop running. Based on
the assumption, x̄d is replaced to a zero vector so that the
last term in Eq. 9 disappears. The other part of the cell is
the same as GRUD, applying GRU operation with x̃ d

t . Note
that the filter weights w with size k, indicating weights for
each input in timestep t are jointly trained while learning from
downstream tasks.

In summary, DGRUD consists of three steps: (1) denoising
inputs by using trainable weighted mean filters, (2) imputing
missing data with exponential decay, and (3) performing GRU
operations. The step (1) alleviates noise in inputs through
computing weighted mean of the inputs with trainable weights.
Then the step (2) replaces missing values to the last smoothed
observed value. The value will be decayed toward to zero
if the missing value continues. Lastly, (3) GRU operation
is performed after the missing values are replaced and the
smoothing process is done. Fig. 1(a) depicts this process: raw
inputs pass gate m to smooth raw inputs, and smoothed input
x̄ is passing the gate m again to impute missing values, and the
imputed value will decay with the rate γx . Then the imputed
input x̃ will be used to perform GRU operations. Note that
another difference from the GRUD is that the decay for hidden
state of GRU h is removed.

Lastly, DGRUD is applied bi-directionally in the overall
model, which means one DGRUD scans sensor inputs forward

and another DGRUD scans the inputs in backward. Each
DGRUD generate hidden state h and they are concatenated
to deliver information of time t to the attention layer stacked
above.

IV. EMPIRICAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset

We obtain time-series sensor data and forward videos of
driving events in SHRP2 (The second Strategic Highway
Research Program) NDS (Naturalistic Driving Study) dataset.
The database has information of drivers (demographic back-
ground, physical, psychological, and medical condition, etc.)
vehicles (types, condition, etc.) that consented to participate in
the research program. Qualified researchers can access to the
participants’ trips (summary, time-series records) and events
records with personally identifiable information removed by
the database.

The dataset includes 9,574 forward videos including
crash-related events and normal driving situations aligned with
time-series vehicle sensor data collected in 2014. Data contains
various driving conditions (day/night, sunny/cloudy/rainy,
etc.). Each data are a trip segment of about 30 seconds. The
events are collected from about 1,500 drivers. Type of the
sensors includes vehicle speed, acceleration in x/y-direction,
gyroscope in z-direction, acceleration pedal position, steering
wheel position, and GPS measurements, radar measurements
recorded for every 100ms. Forward videos are stack of images
recorded 14 frames per second. In addition, meta-data of
events (event type, event type, narrative of events, etc.) is
available. This meta-data is used as labels for supervised
learning.

Note that our data contain significant amount of missing val-
ues. The proportion of the timesteps in a data which contains
at least one missing observation of a sensor is 10.9% in event
classification task, and 36.9% for event type classification task.

B. Tasks

Two classification tasks are performed: 1) Event classifica-
tion and 2) Event type classification to learn driving events
and their nature. Evaluation of performance of our neural
network architecture and DGRUD is conducted through these
two tasks.

1) Event Classification: The first task is classifying whether
there exists an event (crash/near-crash) or not (no conflict) at
any timestep in given sequential sensor and visual data. The
task includes 3 classes as follows:

• Crash: includes explicit impact with other vehicles or
obstacles. Since the moment of the accident is included
in the middle of the video and sensor records, they usually
fluctuate and the vehicle stops after the accident.

• Near-crash: includes sudden stop or turn to avoid conflict
with other vehicles or obstacles. Similar to the Crash, but
vehicle immediately recovers to normal driving state after
the event.

• No crash: includes normal driving situations. There are
various normal driving situations, such as going straight,
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turning on intersection, highway driving, and waiting at
a red light.

2) Event Type Classification: The second task is classifying
events by their type. Like the first task, the model should detect
the event type at any timestep in the given sequential sensor
and visual data. The following are the five classes in the task,
and large fluctuations in the observed sensor data is expected
except the last No conflict class:
• Conflict with a lead vehicle: includes crash or near-crash

with the vehicle ahead. The other vehicle involved in the
event is clearly recorded in the center of the forward
video.

• Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane: includes crash or
near-crash with a vehicle in the left/right lane. The other
vehicle involved in the event is recorded in the right/left
side of the forward video, but sometimes the vehicle
cannot be observed in the video.

• Single vehicle conflict: includes conflicts without any
other vehicle, such as crash/near-crash with non-vehicle
objects including lane dividers and trees.

• Conflict with animal/pedestrian: includes crashes and
near-crashes with animals or pedestrians.

• No conflict: includes normal driving situations. There are
various normal driving situations, such as going straight,
turning on intersection, highway driving, and waiting at
a red light.

C. Pre-Processing

To train the models for each task, events with data from
a set of sensors, such that at least one value is observed in
a time-series instance, are included. For event classification,
included events have following features: 1) vehicle speed,
2) acceleration in x/y-direction, 3) gyroscope in z-direction,
4) acceleration pedal position, 5) steering wheel position. For
event type classification task, events have a smaller number of
features, selecting them with the following features: 1) vehi-
cle speed, 2) acceleration in x/y-direction, 3) gyroscope in
z-direction. In order to obtain sufficient number of examples
for every event types in both tasks, it was inevitable to drop
2 features in the event type classification task which has
larger number of classes than that of event classification task.
Specifically, there were only a few examples of “Conflict with
animal/pedestrian” cases having all 5 features recorded.

Then time-series sensor data and visual features are aligned
with respect to the timestep. First, the starting points of the
two input sources are matched, then 10 frames are sampled out
of 14 frames per second based on the frame-sensor aligning
index information in the dataset, since sensor measurements
are recorded every 100ms.

Lastly, the visual features from sampled video frames are
extracted by using pre-trained neural networks for image
recognition. ResNet50 [52] was used to compress a raw image
that has approximately 360,000 features to a 2,048 feature
vector, referring the vector as visual features. To compute the
features, the top softmax layer is removed, and the input image
is fed into the network to obtain the vector. By employing
this approach, sufficient size of a mini-batch and reasonable
training time could be obtained.

After pre-processing, 2,298 trip segments are selected
for event classification. Each class consists of 1,766,
176, 356 events, respectively. For event type classification,
1,794 events are retained. Each class consists of 609, 188,
513, 128, 356 events.

D. Experimental Settings

The total number of events are split into train, validation,
and test sets with the ratio 6:2:2 while preserving the ratio
between classes. Hyperparameters are tuned on validation set,
and 5-fold cross validation results are reported. All models
are trained until F1 score of the validation set does not
increase significantly. To decide the number of hidden units
in GRU, GRUD, DGRUD, and attention layer, we try 16, 32,
64, 128 hidden units, and choose the appropriate number of
hidden units based on the performance over the validation set,
as well as considering the memory limits of GPUs used in
experiments. The size of the hidden units of GRU processing
visual features is set to 64, and that of GRUD or DGRUD in
sensory part to 64 as well. Also, the attention vector size is
set to 64. We also explored the size of trainable filter weights
in DGRUD, 2, 5, 10, 20, and choose the number to 10. The
weights in are initialized to a zero vector.

We compare the classification performance of the following
three conditions in terms of data source accepted by each
model:
• Processing Sensor Data Time-series sensor data are used

to classify events. GRUD [15] is used as a baseline
model, and compare performance with DGRUD. To the
best of our knowledge, GRUD is state-of-the-art among
models that integrate missing value imputation in the net-
work. It showed better performance over vanilla recurrent
neural networks since it effectively deals with missing
values in input times-series data. Also, CNN is frequently
used to capture patterns from time-series data, so vanilla
CNN and Gated CNN is added with 2 convolution and
max pooling layers as a comparison model. Lastly, since
the missing values can be easily replaced by constant
default values, such as the mean of each features or zero,
our model is also compared with this method.

• Processing Visual Features Visual features are used to
classify events. Since it is unlikely to occur missing
values in video frames, i.e., in feature vectors computed
from ResNet50 [52], a vanilla GRU is used for visual
encoders to process visual features. To the best of our
knowledge, applying recurrent neural network above the
pre-trained convolutional neural network is state-of-the-
art for event detection from video streams [35]. It showed
better performance over traditional approaches.

• Processing both Sensor Data and Visual Features Models
which use both sensor data and visual features to classify
events. GRU is used in visual encoder part, and GRUD
or DGRUD is used in sensory encoder part.

In addition, attention layers are attached to each model,
and performance of models with and without the layers are
compared to systematically evaluate the attention layer.

All models are trained by the Adam [57] optimizer. Learn-
ing rate is set to.001, and batch size 128. Our neural network
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Fig. 3. Four time-series sensor data of conflict with lead vehicle event. These sensor data are used for event type classification task. X-axis indicates time,
and Y-axis represents (smoothed) sensor data. Compared to the top row (raw data), bottom row is smoothed through the learned filter.

is implemented through TensorFlow, and we publicly open our
implementation of DGRUD on GitHub.1

Both precision and recall are considered as an evaluation
metric for the performance of models, so F1 score is reported
as follows:

F1 = 2× r × p

r + p
(13)

where r is recall and p is precision. Overall macro F1 score
and the score for each class are reported in detail.

V. RESULTS

A. Event Classification

Event classification results of the models are shown
in Table I. Model 1-7 have only sensory encoder which takes
time-series sensor inputs. Specifically, Model 2, 3, 6, and 7 are
capable of handling missing data (GRUD, DGRUD) whereas
Model 1, 4, and 5 are not, so that missing data is replaced by
a constant value. GRUD shows higher macro F1 score over
the vanilla GRU (+.006), and it is improved when an attention
layer is attached (+.039). Our model, DGRUD, outperforms
GRUD with attention (+.128) that shows better performance
compared to the GRUD, CNN, and gated CNN [58].

Model 8 and 9 accept only visual features to classify events
through the GRU. As in the sensory encoders, these visual
encoders show better performance with attention (+.037),
which is similar to that of gated CNN. Note that DGRUD
with attention outperforms visual encoders (+.080).

Overall, performance enhanced when the models (Model
10-13) have both sensory encoder and visual encoder. Model
10-11 use GRUD as sensory encoder, and the others use our
model. Model 13 shows the highest F1 score (.799) across the
competing models. The tendency that DGRUD outperforms
GRUD is consistent when visual features are added as inputs
to the neural networks. Except the Crash class, F1 score is
highest on the No Crash (.808) and Near-Crash (.603) classes,
resulting in higher macro F1 score of Model 13. In addition,
the attention layer is helpful in improving the classification
performance.

1https://github.com/SungjoonPark/DenoisingRNN

In general, Crash events are most accurately classified, with
No Conflict and Near-Crash following because a crash event
is obvious for the most part, but Near-Crash and No Conflict
events are indistinguishable in some cases. As shown in Fig. 4,
Near-Crash events could be predicted as Crash or No Conflict
events.

B. Event Type Classification

Next, The results of event type classification are presented
in Table II. The pattern of higher f1 scores when GRUD is
replaced with DGRUD is similar to the event classification
task. Comparing sensory encoder models, GRUD shows better
F1 scores than GRU (+.042), and even better with attention
(+.023). DGRUD with attention outperforms GRUD with
attention (+.034). Also, the gated CNN and the visual encoders
record similar level of macro F1 score of GRUD.

Models that accept sensor data and visual data show better
scores in event classification task. Also, DGRUD outperforms
GRUD without attention (+.084) and with attention (+.070).
The F1 score of the dual encoder model (Model 13) which uses
DGRUD as the sensory encoder achieves the highest macro
F1 score (.621) as well as for the classes of Conflict with
Animal/Pedestrians (.382). In case of the other classes, the dual
encoder using DGRUD without attention shows the highest
F1 scores.

Among the five classes, No conflict is most accurately
classified, followed by Single Vehicle Conflict and Conflict
with Lead Vehicle with a high accuracy as well. The other
classes do not show high F1 scores, partially due to the small
size of the training data. Note that the F1 score of Conflict with
Animal/Pedestrian is highly improved with visual encoders
since it is very difficult to classify correctly without visual
data. Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane is even harder to
classify since it might not be captured by the forward videos,
and the time-series sensor data can be difficult to distinguish
from Single Vehicle Conflict and Conflict with Lead Vehicle
classes.

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 4, about half of the Conflict
with vehicle in adjacent lane events are classified by the
model as Conflict with Lead Vehicle. Also, Conflict with
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TABLE I

F1 SCORES FOR EACH CLASS OF EVENT CLASSIFICATION

Fig. 4. Confusion matrix of DGRUD (Sensory encoder) and GRU (Visual
encoder) for the event classification task (top) and the event type classification
task (bottom).

Animal/Pedestrian events are predicted to be other conflict
events.

C. Denoising Effects

DGRUD effectively learns a linear filter to smooth away
the noise in time-series input. To show the effect, the amount
of noise in sensor data is empirically estimated through
beta-sigma procedure [59], since the time-series data was

provided by SHRP2 without information of the vehicle sen-
sors. The beta-sigma procedure analyze the distribution of
derivatives, to look at contribution of noise terms to the value
of them. The procedure assumes Gaussian noise and the degree
of the noise is represented as a standard deviation of the
distribution. In order to compute the effect of noise reduction
in our model, estimated the noise of the raw sensor input
(Eq. 10), i.e., denoising layer input is compared to the noise
of the output of the denoising layer (Eq. 11).

In event classification task, estimated amount of noise
in 6 raw sensor data on average was 0.2212. After training
the weighted mean filter, estimated noise was reduced to
0.0594. In case of the event type classification task, the esti-
mated noise of 4 raw sensor signal was 0.1587, which was
reduced to 0.0447. Thus we observed our model reducing
73.1%, 71.8% of the noise in the raw data in each task,
respectively.

Fig. 3 illustrates an example of the smoothed inputs of four
time-series sensor features in the event of the conflict with
the lead vehicle. These inputs are extracted during the event
type classification task. For each subfigure, X-axis indicates
time and Y-axis represents each sensor values. Compared to
the raw data in the top row, bottom row shows smoothed data
by the trained denoising layer (Eq. 11).

D. Attention Mechanism

As shown in Table I and II, attention mechanism helps
to learn events and event types more precisely. In general,
the overall macro F1 score is increased when the attention
layer is attached. This tendency is shown not only in the sen-
sory encoder or the visual encoder but also in dual encoders.

Also, Fig. 5 presents exemplar sensory attention outputs
trained on the event classification task, to explore the role
of attention layer qualitatively. In the top half of the figure,
the graph represents near-crash events when the car suddenly
stops to avoid collision with the vehicle ahead stopping at the
intersection. Then the driver succeeds in avoiding a conflict,
turning right after the lead vehicle starts moving. In this case,
the attention weights slightly increase when the near-crash
event starts, and then the level of attention is maintained.
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TABLE II

F1 SCORES FOR EACH CLASS OF EVENT TYPE CLASSIFICATION

Fig. 5. Examples of sensory attention weights of near-crash event (top) and crash event (bottom). The weights show that in both cases, they start to rise
as the event occurs, even increasing after the end of the event. This implies that the network monitors not only the immediate impact of the event but also
post-event data to classify the events precisely.

On the other hand, the bottom half of figure 5 repre-
sents a crash event due to the distraction of the driver in
the intersection. Driver fails to recognize that there was a
car ahead so the car crashed into the vehicle ahead without
reducing velocity. In this case, the attention weights tend to
slightly fluctuate at impact, and if deceleration lasts after
the crash, attention weights sharply increase. This can be
interpreted to mean that crash-involved vehicles are likely
to stop to clear up the accident. That is, stopping after the
impact is an obvious pattern for the crash event, which helps
the classifier to accurately distinguish crash events among
near-crash and no crash events. The sudden fluctuation of the
sensor values at impact are also observed in cases of near-
crash, thus the attention weights might increase sharply after
the impact if the vehicle is still decelerating after the event.

Meanwhile, attention weights in visual encoders tend to
increase when the driver is getting closer to the vehicle ahead,
regardless of occurrence of crash or near-crash events.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we develop a neural network model to classify
driving events and type of the events. The network accepts
time-series sensor inputs and visual features as inputs, and
these inputs are encoded by DGRUD and GRU respectively.
Each attention layer give weights across time domain, and
softmax layer is attached on top of that layer to compute
probability for each class. Specifically, we propose a novel
RNN cell structure, DGRUD, which can impute missing data
and smooth noise away in input time-series data as well. The
filter weights are trainable parameters that are jointly trained
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with the others in the cell which is flexible enough to be
optimized in task-specific way. The weights are also viewed
as a single set of layers that consists of one convolution filter
across time domain and average-pooling layer with stride k
over convolutions.

Our results show that by adding small number of parameters
of filter weights in DGRUD, driving events and their types
can be classified more accurately. Specifically, the model
requires (Number of sensors × Window size k) of addi-
tional parameters over GRUD, to reduce noise in the input
sensor data. In this study, only 60 (6×10) and 40 (4×10)
trainable parameters are added for each of the event classi-
fication and the event type classification task, respectively.
This means that removing noise helps distinguishing events
because appropriate smoothing can prevent no crash events to
be classified as crash events due to high level of noise while
preserving the peaks generated by sudden change of vehicle
status during events. Furthermore, when extracted features
from images comprising forward videos are added to the
network, additional performance improvement is observed.
It is obvious that some events only can be recognized with
time-series sensors, and others only with forward visual
features.

Our model shows reasonable performance when considering
the accessibility of the data in practice because smartphones
and black-box video-recorders can easily collect basic sensor
data and forward-facing videos. With these devices, our model
can be implemented in driver assistance systems to provide
automatic emergency calls with more important and detailed
information immediately after crash events are detected and
save lives. Also, accurate crash detection would provide auto-
matic claim processing. For insurers, detecting crash event
accurately can greatly reduce opportunities for fraud claims.
Moreover, detecting the type of crash event can provide further
information about the event, helping assessment for cause of a
crash event. Insurers also can collect and analyze crash data to
enable identifying better driving behaviors for novel insurance
policies lowering costs.

In fact, precision and recall of a crash detection algo-
rithm are crucial to achieve these positive outcomes. How-
ever, despite using sensor and visual inputs simultaneously,
F1 scores of our model in near-crash detection, conflict with
adjacent lane vehicle, and with animal or pedestrian reach
only moderate level of precision and recall. As for future
work, there are two ways to improve the performance on these
classes. First, improvement is expected if different types of
time-series information are to be added to our model, such
as backward/left-side/right-side videos or additional sensor
signals such as radars measuring distance to the adjacent
vehicles. Second, our model could be improved by employing
advanced RNN architectures. By adding a denoising layer
to Factorized Recurrent Networks [60], the network would
memorize long-term dependencies better on video frames
and irregularly observed sensor data. Another candidate is
full-capacity unitary RNNs [61] which shows better perfor-
mance over LSTMs. These networks could be trained better
by applying auxiliary loss functions [62].

Lastly, our model could assist safety driving when applied
to driving related tasks that require time-series sensor data and
forward video.
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